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Chapter 1 : Get Lucky (Lucky in Love Book 1) eBook: Lila Monroe: calendrierdelascience.com: Kindle Store
5 "Opposites Attract" Stars My first book by Lila Monroe and I'm hooked and maybe little in love with her. Get Lucky was
hilarious, so sweet, and the perfect afternoon read when life feels a bit too serious.

May 26th What happens when you wake up in a hotel suite next to a gorgeous naked man with absolutely no
memory of the past twelve hours? What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas. Or at least I hope it stays here. The
Romantic Style convention was meant to be a weekend of raucous fun with friends, sun, and enough poolside
margaritas to forget about my ex. Judging by the state of our hotel room, last night was wild. I just wish I
could remember it. A pair of matching tattoos. A cheap wedding veil. A half empty box of glow in the dark
condoms. What the hell just happened? This little gem was hilarious, sexy and also sweet at times, so if you
are looking for a light, delightful read, look no further. I guarantee you will get hooked from the very first
chapter. I think this is what bliss feels like. Darcy was a modern man with a rolling suitcase, a stick shoved
way up his ass, and no actual redeemable qualities, he might be this guy. Six months ago his girlfriend left him
for another man with whom she found everything she was looking for according to her, so of course Nate is
angry and bitter. Julia and Nate dislike each other from the moment they met. They figure out pretty quickly
they are opposites in every way so they try to stay away from each other. Everything changes between them
when they wake up naked together. The funny thing is neither of them remembers what happened the night
before. It definitely made the story more addictive. The story was fast paced and Mrs. As the story progressed
he was sweet, charming and attentive, so he really won me over. Julia was a very endearing character. I loved
how full of life she was and of course her smart mouth. She was genuine, she had a fantastic personality, she
had no filter and I had no problem connecting with her. She was pure and simply fun and the perfect match for
our hero. The chemistry between these two was off the charts and all the sexy scenes between them were
really hot and passionate. I loved how the steam aspect was done! Overall, a fantastic read filled with humor
and steam that will make you smile, laugh and fell in love with these two main characters! More often than
not, they go home disappointed. Sometimes, though, just sometimes, you get lucky beyond your wildest
dreams. You go all in.
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Chapter 2 : [PDF] Get Lucky By Lila Monroe - Free eBook Downloads
Get Lucky is a sensational story that will have you laughing out loud one minute and swooning the next. I highly
recommend this book to anyone looking to escape reality for a little fun in Sin City. And if you've never read a Lila
Monroe book, then I suggest you run and pick this book up too see what you've been missing.

This was insanely good, ridiculously sexy, AND extremely hilarious! I want MORE dammit! To say I found
my first Lila Monroe book a success would be an understatement. Everything from the plot Writing a funny
erotic romance novel is not easy. I have read a lot of romance novels and the ones that go for light hearted and
hot fall into 3 categories: I really thought I would love this one because the blurb sounded so good. However,
this one was just not for me unfortunately. Jamie May 26, ahhhhhhhh! So flippin cute and sexy! A total feel
good insta-chemistry story that had me grinning the whole time. I still have a big ole silly grin on my face just
thinking about it. Thankfully, I was wrong. In the first couple of chapters I was thinking? I had a great time
reading this funny, interesting and most of all cheerful book. Nate Wexler and Julia Stevens kept me good
company and made me "suffer" alongside them, with their antics and snide comments, while they made me
hot and bothered with their sexual chemistry wh Clau Dec 03, What happens when you mix Vegas with
Tequila and a lot of alcohol? What happens when you have a bitter yet successful divorce attorney and a funny
and happy romance writer? Well, you get The Hangover: A short and funny story. Jo Jun 03, With Julia,
there? Even when we want to kill each other, it? What do you get when you throw a romance author and a
jaded divorce attorney together. The banter between Nate and Julia was hilarious Michelle Rodriguez Apr 14,
4. Hilarious heroine n sexy banter. Not exactly memorable but entertaining nevertheless. Defiantly will not be
my last Monroe read! Get Lucky was hilarious, so sweet, and the perfect afternoon read when life feels a bit
too serious. Rachel Caplinger May 10, 5 stars! I am in love with Julia. She is my Spirit animal. Waking up
with no memory of what happened the night before with a gloriously naked man is anyone? Come along with
Julia and Nate while they try and seam back together the tattered piece When two opposites attract, mix in
champagne and tequila, a crazy night of mayhem ensues. Vegas is the place to let your hair down and have
fun. Julia Stevens is romance author attending The Romantic Style convention. Mandy May 19, This was a
really fun and light book. I really enjoyed this one- lots of humor but it was also sexy and really sweet.
Looking forward to reading more by this author. Fran May 27, Mehhh. The writing was okay but I just
thought that overall, it felt too corny for me. Polly May 12, 3. Julia is a best selling author who at heart
believes in love despite her recent divorce. Nate is in town Get Lucky may not bring anything new as far as
storylines go - grumpy, skeptical divorce attorney and a freshly divorced romance author who still hopes for
her own happy ending, we all know the Having never read a Lila Monroe book before I wasn? The blurb with
a fascinating setting like Vegas and of course the sexy as sin cover made me try this one out and honest to God
I didn? Miss Lila Monroe you gave me exactly what I needed from a book!! Good laughs, smart ass sassiness
and some good old fashion raw, need it now sex!!! Julia is a recently divorced, romantic author on a book
signing and c Gotta love a man who appreciates Deadpool! There were many funny moments in this book,
which would be expected when you pair a free spirit with a tight ass. I liked everytime that Julia got Nate to
loosen up. After a literal run-in at the lobby and a bad i The Hangover meets romantic comedy! Full review to
come! Leslie Apr 27, As I was reading this book, I kept thinking it read like a madcap, screwball comedy from
the s or s but with glow-in-the-dark condoms and a parrot kidnapping. And a hero who is "Mr. Grumpy Cat
transformed into a human being. Linda Barrett Apr 14, I received an arc in exchange for a honest review.
NMmomof4 Apr 14, 3. This was a cute, funny, sexy, light read. I definitely had some moments where I was
giggling and trying not to wake my husband up, but I did think that other times it was a little OTT and trying
to hard to be reminiscent of the hangover. This would be a Download at full speed with unlimited bandwidth
with just one click! Fully optimized for all platforms - no additional software required! Experience all the
content you could possibly want from comprehensive library of timeless classics and new releases. We will
not sell or rent your email address to third parties.
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Chapter 3 : April's Blog of Awesomeness: RELEASE BLITZ - Get Lucky by Lila Monroe w/ review
Lila Monroe and 3 other people liked ViolinVixen's review of Bet Me (Lucky in Love, #2): "This book is the perfect,
classic romantic comedy. In my head I can practically picture the Nora Ephron movie trailer for this book!

What happens when you wake up in a hotel suite next to a gorgeous naked man with absolutely no memory of
the past twelve hours? What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas. Or at least I hope it stays here. The Romantic
Style convention was meant to be a weekend of raucous fun with friends, sun, and enough poolside margaritas
to forget about my ex. Judging by the state of our hotel room, last night was wild. I just wish I could
remember it. A pair of matching tattoos. A cheap wedding veil. A half empty box of glow in the dark
condoms. What the hell just happened? I love romantic comedies. My problem seems to be that my sense of
humour differs from that of the author. Where as in my opinion some situations were outrageous and forced,
other readers are raving. There were a couple of times that I indeed did chuckle see! The only way I can think
of relating this is when my mom would come into the room when my brother and I were watching tv as kids
and ask if we actually found the shows funny. In this case I unfortunately fell into the latter category. The
night guy at the reception desk gives us a surprised look. Put that into the song, musical person. With putting
the career aside, Julia annoyed me. He had some cute moments spaced throughout the book but for the most
part, his contradictory words and actions left me with whiplash. Nate grunts, but hefts me into his arms and
walks. He shrugs, a little difficult while carrying me. But I wanted to be a gentleman about it. The entire story
is Nate and Julia meeting and then waking up the next morning. They have to piece together their night
through flashbacks and figure out what the heck they did. Then by the time the ending came around, it was a
little weird for me. I guess it makes sense for the story because in its entirety the situation is absurd but it still
felt a little off. What happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas. Anything can happen here apparently! More often than
not, they go home disappointed. Sometimes, though, just sometimes, you get lucky beyond your wildest
dreams. You go all in. Others are seeming to love this story and I can understand why! The driver looks over
his shoulder at me, a querying expression on his face. I can feel it; the muscles in my cheeks go slack every
time. The guy only nods and lets me out. As the car drives away, we do our best to walk in a straight line to
the door. I only veer into a bush once, which means I am fucking golden, and I am going to break into a
fucking house tonight. She weaves sex, humor and romance into tales about hard-headed men and the strong
and sassy women who try to tameâ€¦loveâ€¦tame them. Her books are extensions of her own fantasy life and
take readers from the boardroom to the Berkshire Mountains, with keen character development, unique plot
lines, and fanciful romance.
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Chapter 4 : ReviewâŽœGet Lucky by Lila Monroe - Of Pens and Pages
Get Lucky is an enchanting, steamy, delightful read I never wanted to end! To say I found my first Lila Monroe book a
success would be an understatement.

What happens when you wake up in a hotel suite next to a gorgeous naked man with absolutely no memory of
the past twelve hours? What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas. Or at least I hope it stays here. The Romantic
Style convention was meant to be a weekend of raucous fun with friends, sun, and enough poolside margaritas
to forget about my ex. Judging by the state of our hotel room, last night was wild. I just wish I could
remember it. A pair of matching tattoos. A cheap wedding veil. A half empty box of glow in the dark
condoms. What the hell just happened? After a literal run-in at the lobby and a bad impression, the two do not
expect to cross paths again, much less wake up in the same bed the next day with no recollection of what
happened the night before. Everything and anything you want to do, you can do in Las Vegas. What did I love
about the book? First of all, Julia. It was such a hoot to read The Doctors sparring in her mind. And the
fandom references in general. We believe in second luncheon. She compares people to her characters, creates
characters based on people she meets, and she thinks of dialogue all the time. Darcy was a modern man with a
rolling suitcase, a stick shoved up his ass, and no actual redeemable qualities, he might be this guy. It was
amusing to see the similarities. Nate brushes her off based on a first impression. Soon, he notices her good
points, and is drawn by her laugh and sense of humor. It was so entertaining to see what happened to the two
the night before and what happened to make them remember it all. Getting stranded in the middle of nowhere?
Dancing in the Bellagio fountainâ€¦in the nude? I love how un-dramatic it was. They can happen to anyone.
She has such a potty mouth! Last but not the least, Nate. At first, like my dear Mr. Darcy, Nate is a sullen man
with a perpetual pole lodged up his ass. But soonâ€”with a little help from boozeâ€”he lightens up and shows
Julia his playful and sweeter side.
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Chapter 5 : Lila Monroe â€“ Steamy Reads
'Get Lucky' was gripping from the start, highly enjoyable and made me smile and laugh almost the entire time. Told in
dual POV, Julia and Nate's story is told both in the past and present. Told in dual POV, Julia and Nate's story is told both
in the past and present.

This little gem was hilarious, sexy and also sweet at times, so if you are looking for a light, delightful read,
look no further. I guarantee you will get hooked from t 4 Stars!! I guarantee you will get hooked from the very
first chapter. I think this is what bliss feels like. Darcy was a modern man with a rolling suitcase, a stick
shoved way up his ass, and no actual redeemable qualities, he might be this guy. Six months ago his girlfriend
left him for another man with whom she found everything she was looking for according to her, so of course
Nate is angry and bitter. Julia and Nate dislike each other from the moment they met. They figure out pretty
quickly they are opposites in every way so they try to stay away from each other. Everything changes between
them when they wake up naked together. The funny thing is neither of them remembers what happened the
night before. It definitely made the story more addictive. The story was fast paced and Mrs. As the story
progressed he was sweet, charming and attentive, so he really won me over. Julia was a very endearing
character. I loved how full of life she was and of course her smart mouth. She was genuine, she had a fantastic
personality, she had no filter and I had no problem connecting with her. She was pure and simply fun and the
perfect match for our hero. The chemistry between these two was off the charts and all the sexy scenes
between them were really hot and passionate. I loved how the steam aspect was done! Overall, a fantastic read
filled with humor and steam that will make you smile, laugh and fell in love with these two main characters!
More often than not, they go home disappointed. Sometimes, though, just sometimes, you get lucky beyond
your wildest dreams. You go all in.
Chapter 6 : Release Blitz â€“ Get Lucky by Lila Monroe â€“ Page One Books
Get Lucky - Ebook written by Lila Monroe. Read this book using Google Play Books app on your PC, android, iOS
devices. Download for offline reading, highlight, bookmark or take notes while you read Get Lucky.

Chapter 7 : Lila Monroe (Author of Get Lucky)
Get Lucky by Lila Monroe on BookBub. What happens when you wake up in a hotel suite next to a gorgeous naked man
with absolutely no memory of the past twelve hours? I guess it's true what they say.

Chapter 8 : Get Lucky (Lucky in Love, #1) by Lila Monroe
Read "Get Lucky" by Lila Monroe with Rakuten Kobo. What happens when you wake up in a hotel suite next to a
gorgeous naked man with absolutely no memory of the past twelve.

Chapter 9 : NEW RELEASE & REVIEW: Get Lucky by Lila Monroe â€“ Book Reader Chronicles
Free download or read online Get Lucky pdf (ePUB) book. The first edition of this novel was published in May 24th , and
was written by Lila Monroe. The book was published in multiple languages including English language, consists of
pages and is available in Kindle Edition format.
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